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TargetLink cuts

development time by

approx. 40%

Seamless design

chain based on

dSPACE tool suite

TargetLink generated

code will go into

series ECU

Coming Soon: Steer-by-Wire at ZF Lenksysteme
X-by-wire: A hot topic for all

car manufactures and suppli-

ers when exploiting potential

areas for improving vehicles. In

this context, ZF Lenksysteme

(ZFLS) is developing the first

generation of steer-by-wire

systems, planned to be avail-

able on the market in the near

future. To develop the corre-

sponding electronic control

unit (ECU), ZFLS opted exclu-

sively for dSPACE tools. Func-

tion prototyping is performed

with dSPACE Prototyper, and

to generate the code auto-

matically for the target hard-

ware, ZFLS uses TargetLink. By

choosing TargetLink as the

production coder, ZFLS esti-

mates a cut in development

time in the range of 40%.

Steer-by-wire Basics

To establish steer-by-wire sys-

tems, the conventional architec-

ture is replaced by electrically and

electro-hydraulically driven actua-

tors. The steering forces are gen-

erated by an induction motor,

which is controlled by the corre-

sponding motor angle sensor. To

give the driver the familiar feel-

ing, a brushless DC-motor pro-

vides torque feedback at the

steering wheel. For safety rea-

sons a hydraulic backup system

provides steerability under all cir-

cumstances.

Benefits

By using dedicated controllers,

the steer-by-wire system revolu-

tionizes steering functionality, in

the form of vehicle state depen-

dent steering ratio, automatic

parking assistance and lane

keeping control, just to list the

most obvious examples. Further-

more this system allows vehicle

dynamics control by automatic

Feedback actuator with steering wheel.

We are now looking back on 16

months of TargetLink product his-

tory, and I feel this product once

more deserves some attention in

this column. There are customers

who have gone far beyond the

‘proof-of-concept’ stage.

TargetLink is already in produc-

tion ECUs and is used in projects

without the backup option of “if

it doesn’t work, we still can do it

by hand.” It has to work, and it

does.

Just a few days ago I received a

letter from one of our more ag-

gressive customers (aggressive in

the sense of making full use of

TargetLink and squeezing the

maximum out of it). About a year

ago they were faced with a

project with such tight timing

that they would not have taken it

on at all without TargetLink. On

top of this, the processor and

compiler were not only new to

them, but also to dSPACE. The

supplier offered very little RAM

and ROM, and the driveable sys-

tem was to be presented to their

vice president of passenger car

development within 4 months, as

a real ECU, and not a prototyping

system. The system was pre-

sented, approved, and the soft-

ware released after just 6

months. The customer particu-

larly emphasized the partnership

he experienced with dSPACE.

Changes and customizations

were quick and to the point. It is

no surprise that this customer is

among those with a large num-

ber of TargetLink licenses.

Speaking of which, TargetLink

sales have been increasing fast

over the last few months. That’s

even before version 1.2 and the

big enhancements coming with

the next major release, some of

which are critically important for

certain customers. Clearly

TargetLink has left behind  the

“let’s see if it works in a real

project” stage.
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CUSTOMERSdSPACE AutoBox, which fea-

tures a sample time of 1 ms.

The next step is often consid-

ered the most critical and error-

prone. The Simulink model

must be transferred accurately

into executable C code  in order

to run  on the target processor,

the TMS470 from Texas Instru-

ments. The code must represent

the graphical specification ex-

actly. With TargetLink, we found

a tool which precisely meets our

requirements, such as

flexible variable naming

according to our program-

ming directives

manual and automatic

variable scaling

floating- and fixed-point

simulation

Equally important are the code

properties with respect to read-

ability and documentation. Since

the report file is generated auto-

matically, we value the good

project overview provided by

TargetLink. dSPACE’s commit-

ment to our success has not gone

unnoticed: In cases where we

needed some additional assis-

tance, the technical support was

friendly, quick and competent.

With respect to the training ef-

fort, we regard TargetLink as an

easy-to-use tool that fits ideally

into our development environ-

ment. Since we were already fa-

miliar with Simulink, it took us

only two weeks to achieve useful

results. This is significantly less

than competitive products.

Speeding It Up

TargetLink is the stepping stone

between the prototyping stage

and the target hardware. It pro-

vides a seamless design ap-

proach, which is a frequent re-

quirement of our customers.

Modifications made within the

Simulink model are transferred

accurately into C code. This

speeds up the development pro-

cess significantly since the main

design task is performed solely

within MATLAB/Simulink. We are

looking forward to using

TargetLink as the primary tool for

automatic code generation in our

development department.

Matthias Haußmann

ZF Lenksysteme GmbH

GermanyPrinciple layout of the steer-by-wire system.

Excerpt of

the controller

showing the

variable

definition

dialog in

TargetLink.

Underside of the engine compartment

with steering actuator.

steering interventions. Due to

the missing intermediate shaft,

there is also potential to improve

crash performance and steering

system integration: left- and

right-hand-drive vehicles follow

the same mechanical set-up.

Steer-by-wire provides excellent

flexibility regarding modifica-

tions to the steering characteris-

tics. If a specific steering design

is to be installed on a different

car type, only the software code

needs to be altered in order to

modify the desired performance.

The Procedure

To develop the ECU software, we

designed the controllers graphi-

cally in the MATLAB/Simulink en-

vironment. To evaluate the con-

trol functions, the Simulink

model, consisting of 355 blocks,

was transferred to dSPACE

Prototyper. Onboard verifica-

tion and parameter tuning

was performed on
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Mass Measurement for Outer Space Experiments

Job Opportunities

Are you an engineer who is
just graduating? Or are you
looking for new professional
challenges? Then come and
join our team in Paderborn,
Germany or Northville, MI,
USA!

Due to our continuous
growth, dSPACE is looking for
engineers in

Software Development

Applications

Technical Sales

Product Management

Technical Marketing

Technical Documentation

Please visit our website
www.dspace.de for further
details.

How to perform mass mea-

surement under weightless-

ness or low-gravity conditions

has become a vital issue for ex-

periments in outer space. The

Department of Mechanical En-

gineering of Saitama Univer-

sity has developed a laboratory

environment for conducting

such experiments. The core el-

ement is the dSPACE DS1102

DSP Controller Board (part of

the dSPACE ACE Kit) for mea-

surement and controlling.

As we all know, there is no natu-

ral acceleration present in space,

which is required for mass deter-

mination. Hence, a mass mea-

surement experiment must gen-

erate this acceleration to provide

measurable forces, for example,

by a device emitting vibrations.

However, when it comes to appli-

cations in outer space, the sur-

rounding structures are usually

quite flexible, which is why any

transmission must be sup-

pressed. To cope with this chal-

lenge, the system must perform

mass measurement as well as vi-

bration control.

Two concepts

The developed system is capable

of carrying out mass measure-

CUSTOMERS

ment by applying two different

concepts: the centrifugal and vi-

bration type. For example, with

the centrifugal type, a sample

object is attached to a rotating

table at a fixed distance from the

longitudinal axis. Since the object

unbalances the rotor, a centrifu-

gal force with an amplitude pro-

portional to the mass and dis-

tance is generated during rota-

tion. This force makes the sup-

porting frame vibrate. To restrain

these vibrations, an active ab-

sorber is attached to the frame.

The active absorber features a

controller, which insulates the

excitation force and prevents the

frame from moving. Or to put it

more clearly: the absorber vi-

brates in such a way that the

product of the absorber mass and

the amplitude of its vibration is

equal to the amount of unbal-

ance. This correlates with the

product of the mass to be mea-

sured and its distance from the

axis. Therefore, the mass of the

sample object can be derived from

the vibration amplitude of the

absorber mass.

However, there is a disadvantage

when the sample object has a

complex shape: the distance to

the axis must be known exactly to

achieve accurate results. One so-

Solution to perform

mass measurement

in outer space

Two measurement

systems available

Experiment hard-

and software by

dSPACE

Development system

based on dSPACE

ACE Kit 1102

Centrifugal-type mass measurement system.

Vibration type system with bimorphic piezoelectric actuator.
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lution to this problem is to attach

the sample object to the absorber

mass. The harmonic excitation is

generated by an inertial mass vi-

brator instead of a rotating unbal-

ance. This vibrator consists of an

inertial mass and an actuator,

hence very similar to the active

absorber. Since the absorber fea-

tures the suppression of the force

stressing the frame,

the product of the ab-

sorber mass and the

amplitude of its vibra-

tion equals the iner-

tial mass and the re-

lated vibration.

Therefore, the mass of

the sample object can

be determined via the

vibration ratio of the

absorber and inertial

mass.

Experiment setup with

dSPACE

We implemented the corre-

sponding control algorithms

very easily on the dSPACE

DS1102 DSP Controller Board.

The entire programming was per-

formed graphically within

MATLAB/Simulink. The configu-

ration of the A/D and D/A chan-

nels was equally convenient,

since dSPACE Real-Time Interface

(RTI) provides the corresponding

Simulink blocks. Subsequently

the Simulink blocks were down-

loaded to the hardware. For ex-

periment control, such as data ac-

quisition or variable display,

dSPACE’s ControlDesk was used,

which allows continuous moni-

toring of control signals or exci-

tation signals.

The accuracy of the system which

can be achieved is around 0.5

percent, and without vibrations

occurring on the surrounding

structures.

Prof. Mizuno

Saitama University

Japan

New Catalog and Demo CD
Out now: The brand new 2001

dSPACE catalog Solutions for

Control, providing an excellent

overview of dSPACE products. It’s

far more than just a list of hard-

ware and software components.

The catalog offers a selection of

application examples, shows

how dSPACE products are tai-

lored to the V-cycle and intro-

duces you to our philosophy of

seamless implementation. And

there’s much more to discover;

the list is endless. A real bonus is

the attached dSPACE Demo CD.

It’s not simply a compilation of

the catalog, but serves as a step-

by-step introduction to the

dSPACE software. Software

demos are performed in movie

sequences, and each step is ac-

companied by audio

text.

So don’t hesitate to

check the box on your

response card to re-

quest your copy.

Software Versions on
dSPACE Product CD 3.0

All dSPACE software runs un-
der Windows 95 / 98 / 2000
and NT 4.0.

RTI 3.6 / 4.0

ControlDesk 2.0

MLIB/MTRACE 4.2

RealMotion 1.1
(only Windows NT)

For more detailed informa-
tion, please refer to
www.dspace.de.

INFO 301

MISCELLANEOUS

Vibration-type mass measurement system.
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Direct download of

Simulink models to

MicroAutoBox

Bypassing with built-

in ECU interface

ControlDesk for

experiment control

Advanced Frontlighting System at Volkswagen

About 90 percent of the infor-

mation that a driver needs for

safe driving is provided visually.

Therefore it is obvious that

perfect visibility is a crucial fac-

tor in reducing the risk of an

accident. A major stepping

stone towards significant im-

provements is the Advanced

Frontlighting System (AFS): an

adaptive headlamp system,

which is currently under inves-

tigation by automotive OEMs

and suppliers. Volkswagen has

already implemented this sys-

tem into prototype vehicles.

This state-of-the-art technol-

ogy was developed and tested

using dSPACE Prototyper. VW

uses MicroAutoBox for labora-

tory research as well as for in-

vehicle experiments: a unique

feature of MicroAutoBox.

Intelligence to Headlamps

Adaptive headlamp control is a

key factor for enhancing visibility

at night. We are therefore devel-

oping the Advanced Frontlight-

ing System (AFS), which contains

adaptive control strategies. Sen-

sors continuously capture the pa-

rameters of the vehicle’s environ-

ment such as road geometry,

road type and weather condi-

tions [1], [2], [3], [6]. This data,

mainly derived from vehicle dy-

namics sensors [2], [3], is available

on the CAN bus. However, there

is more involved than simply re-

lating the position of the

headlamp to the steering angle.

For example, driving through

bends requires complex control

strategies to achieve the best il-

lumination results [4]. And intel-

ligent headlamps should emit

their light distribution in a differ-

ent way when driving through

cities or driving on highways. Ac-

cordingly, during city driving the

headlamps should illuminate a

wide front area, while outside

the city long-range illumination

is desired. Therefore,  the head-

lamp light distribution is con-

stantly altered according to the

implemented control algorithms

(predictive, iterative,

model based, etc.),

which means the driver

receives visual informa-

tion earlier and more fo-

cused.

Complex Design, Easy

Implementation

The development pro-

cess of the control algo-

rithms begins in the

MATLAB/Simulink envi-

ronment. The MATLAB/

Simulink design tool is widely

used by Volkswagen and its asso-

ciated subsidiaries and suppliers.

This allows us the shared use of

existing Simulink blocks and sig-

nificantly speeds up the system

engineering process. At this

stage, the control design is en-

tirely PC-based. Lane geometry as

well as light distribution are visu-

alized and analyzed during simu-

lation runs with GEOSim [3] and

AFSim [5]  (Simulink-based tools

developed by Volkswagen). The

featured Simulink model is hier-

archically organized, with each

main block representing up to 31

subsystems. To achieve valid re-

sults, the offline simulation has

to be as realistic as possible. We

therefore use the same CAN data

for the stimuli of the offline ex-

periment as occurs on a real CAN

bus.

To see how the algorithms work

in real life, powerful real-time

hardware is essential. As a result,

the Simulink model is down-

loaded to MicroAutoBox to con-

duct further development steps.

The code running on Micro-

AutoBox is generated automati-

cally and is a 1:1 representation

of the controller model. At this

stage, we are still validating the

Simulink structure containing several subsystems.

Light distribution and road geometry [3], [5].
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control design within the labora-

tory. MicroAutoBox is fed with

plausible sensor signals, and

with ControlDesk running on

the connected PC, we control,

monitor and record the experi-

ment parameters.

Integrating MicroAutoBox into a

prototype vehicle requires some

additional effort: the CAN con-

nection and the link to the

headlamp hardware have to be

set up. The dedicated RTI CAN

Blockset to access the CAN bus

within MATLAB/Simulink was an

enormous help here. The AFS put

into the prototype vehicle is

based on a supplier system,

which comes with a prototype

electronic control unit (ECU) and

prototype headlamp hardware.

Since these elements contain

only very basic features, our ap-

preciation of MicroAutoBox’s

built-in bypass interface via CAN

bus is under-

standable. The

control algo-

rithms run on

MicroAutoBox

and are seam-

lessly integra-

ted into the

hardware set-

up. At this

point in the

development

stage, we fo-

cus on fine

tuning the parameters and vali-

dating the entire functionality.

Modifications can be imple-

mented on-the-spot, even during

obligatory test drives at night.

Since MicroAutoBox boots up

automatically, expert know-how

is not necessary to get the system

up and running. Additional time-

consuming and error-prone cod-

ing on the supplier prototype

ECU is therefore avoided.

Time is Money

MicroAutoBox represents a real-

time hardware concept which

ideally suits our development en-

vironment. Since we consider it

absolutely essential to have a

seamless design chain, our deci-

sion to use MATLAB/Simulink

along with dSPACE solutions was

a matter of course. The most im-

portant benefit is a substantial

reduction in design time: Engi-

neers can evaluate their ideas at

any stage of the development

process.

Gabriel Schwab

Volkswagen AG

Germany

Overview of MicroAutoBox system integration.
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Sample controller

consisting of TargetLink

blocks.

TargetLink: Positive Feedback by Mannesmann VDO

Stefan Hohrein is

General Manager of the

electronic design

department for engine

ECUs at

Mannesmann VDO.

Mannesmann VDO is a well rec-

ognized systems partner to

motor-vehicle manufacturers

all over the world. And

Mannesmann VDO is one of

the first companies who opted

for TargetLink as their tool for

automatic code generation. As

dSPACE constantly strives for

enhanced products, we highly

appreciate feedback from the

automotive industry. There-

fore, it was a pleasure to inter-

view Stefan Hohrein at

Mannesmann VDO on his expe-

rience with TargetLink.

Has TargetLink-generated

code already been used in se-

ries production ECUs?

Yes, although it is a rather new

tool, we’re already using

TargetLink code in our series

products. But we still carefully

check the code since it takes

some time to have the same level

of confidence as in our current C

compiler.

Did you find any errors in the

code?

We have built up several hundred

bytes of code and have found no

errors. The code looks handwrit-

ten, sometimes better, some-

times worse.

CUSTOMERS
What do you think of the code

quality in terms of documenta-

tion?

The code is well documented, but

requires some effort to under-

stand. We prefer to have only one

instruction per line. This require-

ment is not fully supported by

TargetLink.

And the tool handling?

Positive all the way. It takes mini-

mal training to get the first usable

results. TargetLink is ideally inte-

grated into the MATLAB/Simulink

environment. Even our auto-

mated tool chain is supported,

comprising of C compiler, linker,

and version, variant and configu-

ration management, for example.

Did you encounter any prob-

lems caused by tool instability?

Not at all. TargetLink is very stable

under our featured Windows NT

system. Error messages were easy

to understand and helpful. We

encountered no crashes; how-

ever, we did not investigate

TargetLink’s performance on

other platforms.

What would you like to see

improved?

The cooperation with Stateflow

must be enhanced since it’s hard

to understand when TargetLink

uses FOR or WHILE instruc-

tions. We encountered

some incompatibility

problems as

our sys-

tems de-

partment

has up-

graded to the latest

Simulink version. Here we

expect a massive improve-

ment with the release of

TargetLink1.2.

dSPACE Training

For more details, please visit
www.dspace.de or check the
corresponding field on your
response card. Further dates
available on request.

dSPACE Systems

Paderborn, Germany:
February 20/21, 2001
May 8/9, 2001

Detroit, USA:
March 15/16, 2001

ControlDesk Basics

Paderborn, Germany:
March 13, 2001
May 15, 2001

ControlDesk Advanced

Paderborn, Germany:
March 13/14, 2001
May 15/16, 2001

Test Automation

Paderborn, Germany:
March 14/15, 2001
May 16/17, 2001

TargetLink

Paderborn, Germany:
January 25, 2001
March 8, 2001
April 26, 2001
May 31, 2001

Detroit, USA:
March 13, 2001
March 14, 2001

HIL Simulation

Paderborn, Germany:
March 27/28, 2001
June 26/27, 2001

INFO 302

So, Mannesmann VDO contin-

ues to rely on TargetLink?

Most definitely. Thanks to

TargetLink, software engineers

can focus on system modeling

and designing, rather than doing

manual coding. We will certainly

be using TargetLink more and

more.
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Don’t Miss the Boat: TargetLink 1.2 Just Released

PRODUCTSAutomatic production code

generation has been warmly

received by the automotive in-

dustry, and TargetLink has be-

come a fixture in many devel-

opment departments all

around the world. To make

sure you get maximum benefit

from its new features, simply

upgrade to TargetLink version

1.2.

What’s New?

TargetLink now comes with an

enhanced block library compris-

ing discrete time integrator and

flip-flop blocks, for instance.

And TargetLink fully supports all

the new functions available in

Stateflow 3.0/4.0, such as

subcharts/supertransitions, tem-

poral logic and graphical func-

tions – once more proving how

quickly dSPACE responds to new

versions from The Mathworks.

TargetLink can be used almost

universally with virtually all pro-

cessors, since it generates ANSI-

C compliant code. But that’s not

all: To harness additional, proces-

sor-specific functions, Target-

Link’s developers have created the

TargetLink Optimization Mod-

ules. These optional software

modules can boost the comput-

ing power of the processors

used. This is achieved by using

processor optimized code pat-

terns. Using an optimizer like this

can significantly reduce the ex-

ecution time and/or code size

needed for a program. For

TargetLink 1.2, the available op-

timization modules were ex-

tended to accommodate the

Motorola HC12 and the

Mitsubishi M32R processors.

Another optional module pro-

vides superior simulation capa-

bilities. The TargetLink Simula-

tion Module lets you test the

code directly on an evaluation

board. Thus the execution time

and memory consumption can

already be determined accurately

during the development phase.

Choose Your Processor

As regards to the TargetLink

Simulation Module, the list of

supported processors is con-

stantly being added to. For re-

lease 1.2, the module can addi-

tionally be used with Mitsubishi

M32R and Texas Instruments

TMS470.

What’s around the corner?

 Further releases of TargetLink will

certainly follow the requirements

of the automotive market. So in

the long–term, the dSPACE devel-

opment team has again aimed

high, with objectives like these:

Code generation for OSEK-

compliant real-time operat-

ing systems

Support of multirate systems

Structured datatypes and bit

addressing

Worst-case autoscaling

Interface to configuration

management tools

On Target

It couldn´t be simpler to get your

personal TargetLink copy: just

contact your local office (see back

page) to place your order.  From

countries not listed, please con-

tact our

headquar-

ters in

Paderborn,

Germany.

On a regular basis we update our

office hardware, and for this oc-

casion we hold a dSPACE internal

auction. Obsolete equipment

such as PCs, monitors or disk

drives are sold to dSPACE employ-

ees, and in turn this money is in-

vested in a good cause – where

it’s urgently needed. This time

round, all money raised was do-

nated to a children’s care project

to set up a crèche in

Cochin / India. This pro-

ject is dedicated to the

poor and needy, help-

ing to erect new facili-

ties. The picture shows

the almost finished new

home, for example.

Making the most of it: a

saying brought to life at

dSPACE.

Hardware Spin-off MISCELLANEOUS

Compatibility with

MATLAB Releases 11

and 12

Full support of

Stateflow 3.0/4.0

Enhanced block

libary

House „Paderborn“ - named after the

dSPACE location in Germany.

Excerpt of the enhanced TargetLink 1.2 block

library.
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Bypassing with NBD Bus at DENSO

Access to internal

RAM without

altering the ECU

code

Graphical program-

ming in MATLAB/

Simulink

Software support

with RTI blockset

The growing need for high-

performance electronic control

units (ECU) increases the de-

mand for powerful 32-bit

microcontrollers containing

RISC architectures. This refers

especially to ECUs for engine

management where control

functions are becoming more

and more complex. Since an in-

tegral element of modern 32-

bit microcontrollers is built-in

debug hardware, such as the

Non Break Debug bus (NBD

bus), DENSO successfully incor-

porates these interfaces into

their dSPACE development en-

vironment.

Historical Background

In 1994, Yokogawa Digital Com-

puter, YDC, launched a built-in

debug interface for microcon-

trollers. This technology has

evolved over the years and is likely

to become standard in the future.

There are already a number of

manufacturers that equip their

controllers for automotive appli-

cations with NBD bus. Several

tool suppliers jumped on board

making debugging with NBD bus

an established approach.

NBD - An Integral Component

Engine management control soft-

ware implemented on modern

ECUs is constantly evolving. This

is due to, for example, the de-

mand for more extensive control

and diagnosis functions. This

trend clearly points out the need

for powerful 32-bit microcon-

trollers based on RISC architec-

tures. For debug purposes, these

controllers often accommodate

corresponding debug units.

NBD basically allows the commu-

nication with an external tool,

without any dependency on the

current target microcontroller.

Since NBD is onboard the con-

troller, it is possible to monitor

and change RAM data without

stopping  the CPU. For this rea-

son, we evaluated the dSPACE

customer solution: the NBD bus

interface. This interface provides

access to dSPACE Prototyper and

links it to the controller. The

question is: Is this approach ap-

plicable for performing function

bypassing?

Test Arrangement

To realize bypassing, the compu-

tation of extracted functions, in-

cluding the transfer time for I/O

data, must be lower than the idle

time of the ECU. Therefore, we

set up a test arrangement to de-

termine if the dSPACE system can

meet this requirement.

We used dSPACE

Prototyper along with

the NBD bus interface.

The experiment soft-

ware we used for test-

ing was dSPACE’s

ControlDesk. The

implementation of

Simulink blocks was

performed with Real-

Time Interface (RTI). We

incorporated several

control functions on

dSPACE Prototyper and encoun-

tered no problems whatsoever

due to the lack of communication

speed. The ability to access inter-

nal RAM without changing the

ECU code is a great advantage

that we highly appreciate. Thanks

to the NBD approach, we can

now use the same setup for any

type of microcontroller with built-

in NBD interface.

Conclusion

To answer the question on appli-

cability: Yes, we will certainly

adopt the dSPACE approach,

since it keeps us independent

from the target platform. We do

not need to change our develop-

ment environment to perform

bypassing since the NBD bus is

integrated into new releases of

32-bit controllers. We intend to

complete our design chain with

TargetLink, which generates the

production type C code for the

ECU. We are confident that a de-

velopment environment built

around dSPACE tools is the solu-

tion to radically reduce our devel-

opment time.

Manji Suzuki,

DENSO CORPORATION

Japan

Manji Suzuki is Senior

Manager in the

Corporate Research and

Development Center at

DENSO CORP.

Benchmarking communication speed at DENSO:

Takafumi Inaba and Yasuhiro Inaba.

A customer solution be-

comes a standard product

The dSPACE NBD bus inter-

face has now become a stan-

dard solution, available off

the shelf. Software support

via Real-Time Interface (RTI)

can be delivered for various

types of microcontrollers.
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New dSPACE Software on Product CD
With the release of the dSPACE

Product CD 3.0, we now ship the

brand new dSPACE software ver-

sions. Once again proof of a strict

and accurate development pro-

cess. We precisely met our goal

even with ambitious and tight

schedules. The Product CD 3.0

has just been launched and is

now available.

Besides the new Real-Time Inter-

face 3.6 / 4.0, the new dSPACE

Product CD contains the very lat-

est version of ControlDesk.

ControlDesk 2.0 now comes with

an integrated Simulink interface,

allowing to control, monitor and

automate your experiment even

during Simulink simulations. And

there’s much more to discover:

automotive interfaces, operator

version and mas-

sively improved pro-

cessing speed – our

software engineers

have done a good

job. For more de-

tailed information,

please refer to

www.dspace.de

PRODUCTS

RTI for MathWorks Release 11.1 and 12

Our Real-Time Interface (RTI)

software has been the ”right

address” for convenient con-

troller prototyping and hard-

ware-in-the-loop simulation

for many years. Thanks to RTI’s

unrivaled scope of functional-

ity, it is possible to realize

MATLAB/Simulink/Stateflow

models on dSPACE systems and

connect them to the real world

via I/O. New RTI versions are

now available for users of

MathWorks Release 11.1 as

well as Release 12.

If you are already well acquainted

with dSPACE, you know you can

rely on dSPACE to deliver an up-

dated version of RTI shortly after

a new MATLAB release. Thanks to

the close cooperation between

The MathWorks and dSPACE, the

most up-to-date development

tools are always available for use

in your projects.

The RTI block libraries for

Simulink let you easily connect

your models to the I/O of dSPACE

systems graphically and via drag

& drop. Having connected your

model to the real world, you can

carry out meaningful tests imme-

diately. The model itself is simu-

lated in real time on the power-

ful dSPACE hardware. Two new

versions have now been released

to support users of both

MathWorks Release 11.1 and

Release 12.

RTI 3.6 for Release 11.1...

RTI 3.6 now offers new serial in-

terfaces and updated ECU inter-

faces. For MicroAutoBox there is

a new Simulink blockset for ve-

hicle dynamics applications. Im-

proved task handling guarantees

convenient setting of priorities or

overrun behavior for each task

individually. RTI now provides

even better handling to users of

multiprocessor systems: the defi-

nition of the multiprocessor to-

pology and the model partition-

ing have been further improved.

It is now possible to represent

variables that are calculated on

different processors in one

ControlDesk plot.

...and RTI 4.0 for Release 12

RTI 4.0 offers the same improve-

ments and changes as in RTI 3.6,

however, at the same time it is

fully compatible with Re-

lease 12 from The MathWorks.

This new release lets you use all

of the new features of MATLAB/

Simulink/Stateflow in your

dSPACE system: improved model

handling, search functions, new

signal properties as well as im-

proved code generation.

Both RTI versions are available in

January on the new dSPACE

Product CD 3.0.MicroAutoBox: Special Simulink

blocks for chassis control now

available.

PRODUCTS

Two new RTI ver-

sions

Additional I/O

functions

Improved multipro-

cessor setup

Release 12: New desktop front end showing loaded

dSPACE software.
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Automated Software Verification at TEMIC

CUSTOMERS

Test automation with

ControlDesk 2.0

Central database for

single tests or test

sequences

Automatic genera-

tion of standardized

test documentation

The complexity of function-

alities offered by automotive

systems is growing at an enor-

mous speed. This makes high

demands on software com-

plexity, and coupled with

shorter and shorter innovation

cycles, it also means that new

development approaches are

needed. Temic faced this chal-

lenge very early on and has

now, in cooperation with

dSPACE, developed an auto-

mated test environment for

software verification. This had

its debut in the electronic con-

trol unit (ECU) designed to get

active suspension on board the

Mercedes CL Coupé.

Going Automatic

The use of rapid prototyping

tools in functional development,

along with procedural method

models for software creation,

have become today’s new stan-

dard. Automated software devel-

opment processes – from model-

based descriptions to the use of

automatic code generators and

right through to automated

software verification – are firmly

on the agenda for software devel-

opment in the future.

Actual Project

TEMIC developed and produced

the ECU for a new, actively con-

trolled suspension‚ which was first

used in production in the new

Mercedes CL Coupé . This system,

known as Active Body Control or

ABC, enhances both driving safety

and ride comfort. Driven by the

software, electronically controlled

hydraulic cylinders in the suspen-

sion system adjust the spring and

damping properties of the vehicle

according to road surface, driving

style and the driver’s preferences.

The ABC system has enormous re-

quirements in terms of processing

power and real-time control be-

havior. This in turn creates the need

for an appropriate test environ-

ment as described in this article.

From Rapid Prototyping Model

to Fully Functional ECU

The functional requirements im-

posed on the ECU were defined

using rapid prototyping, by cre-

ating a

M A T L A B /

S i m u l i n k

model. The

task then facing production de-

velopment was to implement the

functionality on the target sys-

tem – the ECU itself. When

model-based control algorithms

are implemented, particular at-

tention needs to be paid to veri-

fication: it has to be demon-

strated that the software imple-

mentation completely matches

the model in terms of functions.

Classic test procedures are domi-

nated by manual execution and

have considerable drawbacks

when it comes to dynamic

functionalities:

Large amount of time needed

due to the high number of in-

dividual test cases

Unsatisfactory repro-

ducibility of dynamic

test patterns

The documentation has to

be produced by handDiagram of a test run.

System arrangement of the ABC components.

ECU for ABC on board the

Mercedes CL Coupé.
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In drawing up the requirements

for the next generation of tools

for software tests, we were es-

sentially guided by the need to

eliminate these disadvantages.

The individual objectives were as

follows:

Verification of correct imple-

mentation of control and

function specifications in the

software for the target system

(ECU)

Short-term repeatability of

test cases with full integra-

tion into the concurrent

change management

Complete, standardized test

documentation

Reduction in time and costs

by means of completely auto-

mated test runs

To achieve these objectives, we

opted for close cooperation with

dSPACE, using ControlDesk 2.0.

The completely new kinds of op-

tions offered by this software,

particularly its transparent con-

nection to MATLAB/Simulink,

and the professional engineering

support that dSPACE staff gave

us in adjusting ControlDesk to

our needs, were major factors in

the success of the pilot project.

Test Environment

The heart of the automated test

environment is a fully automated

comparison of the functionality

of the MATLAB/Simulink model

with its implementation in the

ECU. The basic idea is to apply

the same stimulus signals to the

Simulink model as to the imple-

mented ECU software (see dia-

gram  on p. 12). The evaluation

compares the behavior patterns

of the implementation in the ECU

to those of the reference model

according to mathematical, com-

putational criteria, and rates the

results as pass or fail.

To generate suitable test pat-

terns, we use ControlDesk’s

Stimulus Editor. This allows

stimulus patterns for the

planned tests to be defined

freely. Parameterizable signal

patterns, graphically editable

signal patterns and signal behav-

iors gathered from test drives in

the vehicle are all options that

can be used for test case genera-

tion.

The ECU’s electronic connection

to the test environment is con-

trolled centrally by ControlDesk.

Control and communication are

via parameterizable inputs and

outputs, CAN bus connection

and data bus based on the

dSPACE ISO9141 Python mod-

ule.

At the start of each test, the ECU

is put into a defined initial state

by means of stimuli, before the

actual test stimuli are fed to it.

Both the internal computing re-

sults from the initialization

phase in the ECU and the test

case that immediately follows are

transferred and recorded to the

test environment via the data

bus. The next step is to start the

Simulink model directly from the

test environment and feed in the

signals transferred by the ECU, all

under the control of

ControlDesk.

The documentation including

the graphical results is produced

in a standardized Microsoft Word

file after each test step. A data-

base administered under

ControlDesk is used as the cen-

tral data basis for all system files,

initialization and test

stimuli, and test results .

Test Database

For the intended reduc-

tions in time and costs,

entire test sequences and

even complete release

tests have to be run com-

pletely automatically.

dSPACE specially de-

signed a sequence editor

for this task. This allows

any desired individual

tests to be grouped to-

gether to produce com-

plex test sequences.

All of the individual tests and the

test sequences are placed in the

central database. They can subse-

quently be performed and repro-

duced as often as required.

Success Story

The resulting enhancement of

test quality and reduction in time

and cost sets new standards in

software verification. This is

largely made possible by

ControlDesk and its new test au-

tomation features. So the project

definitely marks the start of the

next step in software develop-

ment.

Udo Teubert

Reinhard Helldörfer

TEMIC

Germany

The sequence editor’s graphical

interface.

Papers

By dSPACE
K. Lamberg, P. Wältermann:
“Using HIL Simulation to Test
Mechatronic Components in
Automotive Engineering”

English 3 03
German 304

T. Pöhlmann:
“The Internal Combustion Ve-
hicle with the Lowest Emis-
sions”

English 3 05
German 306
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Total Decoupling with an Adaptive Interface

CUSTOMERS In the Department of

Adaptronics at the Otto-von-

Guericke University in

Magdeburg, Germany, an

adaptive interface is being de-

veloped to decouple two me-

chanical systems. This interface

effectively cancels out vibra-

tions propagating from one

mechanical system to another.

The model of the mechanical

structure as well as an adaptive

control algorithm is imple-

mented within the MATLAB/

Simulink environment. For

real-time simulation, the con-

trol algorithm, defined as

Simulink blocks, runs on

dSPACE Prototyper, comprising

a multiprocessor system. The

developed adaptive interface

has been verified and proved to

work fine. As a result, series

production levels for various

applications have been

reached.

The adaptive interface is de-

signed to eliminate vibrations

moving from one mechanical sys-

tem to another via a mechanical

joint. The scope provided by the

adaptive interface is fairly exten-

sive. For example, if aircraft floors

Adaptive interface

for neutralization of

structural vibrations

Controller running on

dSPACE Prototyper

RTI and ControlDesk

for implementation

and experiment

need to be mechanically isolated

or sensitive electronic equipment

in spacecraft needs to be pro-

tected, the adaptive interface

cancels out the occurring vibra-

tions and therefore massively re-

duces the impact via the me-

chanical connection.

Mechanical Setup

The basic principle is to apply

forces at the linkage of the

coupled structures. An adaptive

interface based on piezoceramic

stack actuators is applied, which

can transmit static forces while

isolating dynamic disturbances.

For the experiment setup, the in-

terface is mounted on a bi-

clamped beam and driven by a

digital controller in such a way

that no dynamically disturbing

forces will affect the beam. There-

fore, the actuators counteract

Experimental setup of the adaptive interface.

Simulation of the adaptive system with Simulink.

Beam

Error
sensor

Piezoceramic
tube actuators

Impendance
head

Shaker
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each other: one actuator is with-

drawn while the other is ex-

tended.

Development Process

Initially, the entire development

takes place within the MATLAB/

Simulink environment. This

means, a model of the interface’s

mechanical structure is pro-

grammed graphically. Actuators

and sensors are then added to

the model, along with an adap-

tive feedforward-controller (con-

sisting of C-coded S-function

blocks performing special tasks),

to create an entirely software-

based experiment. The required

reference signal is taken from

structure A, since this part vi-

brates even in perfectly

decoupled structures. The error

sensor is attached to structure B.

In a next step, the adaptive inter-

face within MATLAB/Simulink is

replaced by real components

with a mechanical setup as intro-

duced above. This is where

dSPACE Protoytper comes into

play. The adaptive control algo-

rithm, along with the digital pro-

cessing (e.g., FIR filter with order

400 and coefficient adjustment

by a gradient filtered-X-LMS algo-

rithm), is implemented on the

dSPACE real-time hardware fea-

turing a sample time of 0.25 ms.

The link to the dSPACE hardware

is performed with dSPACE’s Real-

Time Interface (RTI), which con-

tains all required blocks for ad-

dressing the hardware graphi-

cally. All Simulink blocks are

coded automatically and loaded

onto dSPACE Prototyper. To con-

trol and monitor the real-time ex-

periment, dSPACE ControlDesk is

used. During the experiment

processing, the ability to cancel

out vibrations in the frequency

range from 30 Hz to 800 Hz is

analyzed.

Conclusion

The adaptive interface is a prom-

ising approach to eliminate vi-

bration propagation from one

mechanical system to another.

The implemented control algo-

rithm covers the entire frequency

bandwidth and provides good

reduction of the beam vibration.

dSPACE Protoytper proved to be

the perfect solution for perform-

ing real-time experiments with-

out any implementation over-

head. The adaptive control algo-

rithm could be analyzed on the

spot, and evaluation of a new

design takes just a few seconds.

Dirk Mayer

Sven Herold

Otto-von-Guericke-Universität

Magdeburg

Germany

CUSTOMERS

Cross-section

of the adaptive

interface.

Layout of the adaptive system.

Principle of the decoupling of structural vibrations.
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